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Strategy

Introduction
It is a Landmark moment for Leeds. Over recent years we have
delivered some world class developments that are resulting in
great benefits for the people of Leeds and their quality of life. Such
developments as Trinity Leeds and the First Direct Arena have
contributed to increasing footfall significantly. The importance of
the streetscape and public realm is key to this increase in pedestrian
activity not only to move people to their destinations, but as a
destination in itself. Our public realm is quickly becoming a
place for work, leisure and living and contributes to creating an
economically successful, but also a liveable and healthy city centre
for people of all ages and abilities.
New developments in the pipeline include the Eastgate development
and the city centre park. These changes will enable the city to
expand, but will also give us a quality green space in the city centre
that will lead onto the fulfilment of the greater city park and the
regeneration of South Bank.
Pedestrian movement will be increased through ensuring that
the car does not dominate our city but rather contributes to its
vibrancy. Simplified spaces and the removal of clutter will assist in
this endeavour and is reflected in many of the ideas and proposals
contained within this document.
This document contains illustrations of a number of recent schemes,
improving the city and learning lessons to deliver new and exciting
projects to reinvigorate and grow the city well. New ideas and
projects that will contribute to the continued process of delivering
city centre breakthrough projects and making great spaces for the
people of Leeds are also included here.

Pedestrian Dominance Map by LCC Urban

Design showing the existing people friendly places
(yellow) and the potential routes that could be
improved with targeted investment and new
development (purple).

Pedestrian Dominance Mapping Project
In 2013 Leeds City Council undertook an
exercise to examine where people-friendly spaces
and routes existed with the initial intention of
improving targeted investment to nearby green
spaces and linkages to them.
The simple exercise of identifying ‘people friendly
streets and spaces’ in yellow was undertaken.
When the base map is removed from the drawing
the ‘gaps’ in these spaces become clear. (see map
below right)
The second stage was to identify in purple (see
map opposite) which routes were necessary or
potential easy wins, in order to create a more
fully linked public realm.
This exercise therefore illustrated that there are
several opportunities to reconnect from the city
centre to outlying communities such as Holbeck
and Richmond Hill as well as creating better
connections to the city’s natural landcapes and
parks.
The diagram provides a loose strategy of public
realm improvements with the ultimate desire to
‘change the streets to yellow’ and so re link not
only the spaces within the city centre but also the
city centre to its outlying communities.

Pedestrian Dominance
Mapping shows the spaces
(in yellow) where the
pedestrian feels comfortable
within the space. This
is not necessarily
pedestrianised space (see
table below) but does
require certain criteria such
as slow traffic speeds. The
purple routes are roads
and spaces identified that
could easily ‘become yellow’
and therefore fill the gaps
where we currently have no
yellow. LCC Urban Design

Delivered

Top Left: Initial designs for seating that was
commended in the British Standard. (LCC Urban

Design)

Below: Indicative sketch that led the design
process. Photos: completed scheme.

Albion Street (Upper)

Date: 2007
Funder: Yorkshire Forward
Design and Concepts: LCC
Cost: £1m
Lands Lane is a key north south street within
the city of Leeds that gives a direct alternative to
Briggate or Park Row. Although the architecture
is mixed there are some quality buildings and the
street is an active and important shopping street
within the city centre.
The simple palette of materials was used, using
York stone with selected tree planting at strategic
locations.
Perhaps the main outcome of Albion Street was
the installation of seating and trees along its
length. Seating to this street was challenging
due to the slope of the street however seating
designs that were conceptualized and designed
by Leeds City Council Urban Design Team
Leader Mark Burgess achieved the outcome of
being low maintenance, simple in design but also
accessible for all. The seats were later cited in the
British Standard for seating for their ability to
enable seating at various levels for a wide range of
abilities for different people including children.
Albion Street also enabled other landowners to
see the benefit of a consistent palette of quality
materials and the benefits this had on desirability
for people to use the street and for businesses to
invest in the street. As a result there has been
a ripple effect where other surrounding streets
have followed suit with impressive, and profitable
outcomes.

1. Albion Street (Upper)

Delivered

Need Before Image of Sketfchj

In progress
Before

Completed scheme.
Left: Indicative sketch by LCC Urban
Design showing aspirations for the scheme.

Albion Place

Date: 2008
Funder: Leeds City Council & Private Sector
Design and Concepts: LCC
Cost: £1.3m
Albion Place epitomises the Georgian grandeur
of 18th century Leeds with some fine buildings
orientated along the strong grid iron pattern that
is a key characteristic of Leeds city centre. Albion
Place was closed to traffic in the late 1980’s and
the ‘Leeds Look’ defined the palette of materials
with planters allowing a row of street trees to be
located along the street. However there was little
seating and little activity from the surrounding
buildings.
The Making Spaces programme once again took
the approach of a minimal backdrop of simple
but quality materials. The old planters were taken
away and new trees were planted flush with the
paving that allowed visibility to the frontages of
buildings and contributed significantly to the
quality of the space. Artist Peter Yarwood was
commissioned to create bespoke seating that
was locally distinctive and reinforced sense of
place. These seats were of Portland Stone and
were inspired by the architectural details of the
surrounding buildings.
Albion Place today runs seamlessley between
Lands Lane and Albion Street and links along
to Briggate. The premises along the street have
begun to activate their street frontage with
outdoor seating and a welcoming face towards
the public realm. The result is a civilised street
where people dwell and even manages to sustain
its own art market on Saturdays throughout the
year.

2. Albion Place

Delivered

Before

Lands Lane: before  ...and after 

After
After

Top right: Indicative sketch by LCC Urban Design showing opportunities and
emerging concepts for the space.
Photos of compelted scheme resulting in more seats but less clutter in the space.

Lands Lane

Date: 2009
Main funder: Leeds City Council
Design and Concepts: Leeds City Council
Cost: £1.3m
Lands Land was reinvigorated as part of the
Making Spaces project following the success
of Briggate. The emphasis was to reduce street
clutter and clarify the levels of the space in
order to enable the palette of materials to be
simple and form a suitable ‘background’ to the
fine architecture of surrounding buildings. A
large scale tree was proposed and the seating
was modified and replicated from the previous
success on Albion Street.
Public art built upon the reference in historic
maps to an orchard use in the 17th century and
the motifs used upon the maps to show this were
used as inspiration for a bespoke piece of art for
drainage channel covers. Armrests by artist Lucy
Casson were also commissioned and lend a sense
of quirkiness to the space.
The seating was angled to allow a sociable
relationship and privacy but also to allow free
flow to the forthcoming Trinity Leeds that flows
into this space.
Today the space is still well used and has a high
footfall due to its location between Briggate
and the Trinity centre. The quality of materials
and orientation of seating enhances this space
substantially. The space also allows three times
the amount of people to seat and enjoy the
space than the previous scheme and without the
cluttered effect of many benches.

3. Lands Lane

Delivered

Before

After

Before

After

Albion Street (Lower)

Date: 2013
Main funder: Land Securities
Design and Concepts: LCC
Cost: £1.3m
Albion Street (lower) was inspired by the
public realm initiatives that had previously
been delivered by the Council. As a result the
remaining half of Albion Street was funded as
part of the Trinity Leeds development whereby
the developers saw the benefit of investing £1.5
million into the public realm around their site.
Albion Street runs between the two halves of the
Trinity Leeds development and was previously
a dark street with its fair share of chewing
gum cluttering up the space. It was not a very
desirable street to walk along.
Since this time however the same simple
materials have been used and reflected in the
cladding of the surrounding buildings. Active
frontages are everywhere and shop fronts and
cafes face directly onto the street and give a
natural surveillance to Albion Street for a much
longer distance. Some small retail units also
add to the vibrancy of the street and results in a
quantity of uses that are encouraging of footfall.
The street is now light and much busier than it
has been over recent years and has a vibrancy, a
footfall and sense of quality that would not have
happened without this improvement. The result
is a place where people enjoy spending time and
do not anymore feel afraid of walking down this
important street.

4. Albion Street (Lower)

Delivered

After

Before

Top Left: Indicative sketch showing
opportunities for Kirkgate by LCC Urban
Design. Photos showing befores and afters.

Kirkgate

Date: 2009-10
Main funder: Leeds City Council
Design and Concepts: LCC
Cost: £1m
Kirkgate is the oldest street in Leeds and marks
the main street of the early medieval town prior
to the laying out of Briggate in 1207. It was here
that the eminent Leeds historian Ralph Thoresby
had his museum and Kirkgate has always been a
bustling and important street that has real ‘Leeds
character’.
The Making Spaces programme focussed upon
the link that Kirkgate makes from Briggate to
Vicar Lane and the Markets. The palette of
materials was still simple but with some subtle
contrast and clutter was removed and condensed
into a more logical layout. The paving uses bands
of contrasting grey granite and York stone that
provides a pleasing contrast in wet weather or
when the sun shines, the reflective quality of the
granite contrasting to the matt of the york stone.
New seating of a similar design to Albion
Street was installed and new high canopy tree
planting was installed with the correct amount of
underground infrastructure to enable the trees to
grow to a mature age.
Kirkgate is now an interesting street and
accomodates the whole mix of people who use
and enjoy the city centre. The potential of the
refurbishment is also to re link Lower Kirkgate
and the Townscape Heritage Initiative around the
First White Cloth Hall and Markets back to the
core of the city centre.

5. Kirkgate

Current & Future

Some of temporary and ‘pop up’
uses recently within the city centre
including: Far Left: German
xmas market, Lower Left: ‘pop
up’ parking garden by DLA
Architecture. Top Left: Child
Friendly event in the city. Bottom
centre: Street poetry in 2015.
Top right/lower right: the use of
Merrion Way has transformed the
space since the road was closed
to traffic. Opposite: Wimbledon
event in Millenium Square.

Temporary and Events
The city is host to many varied temporary and
annual events throughout the calender year.
Such events have the benefit of using spaces in
different ways and encouraging a wider number
of people to visit the city.
Recently such temporary events have been
supplemented by semi permanent schemes
such as at Merrion Street where part of the road
has been temporarily closed to traffic. With a
minimal spend the street was closed and this
allowed users to spill out onto the road. The
result has been extra investment, more use, a
safer and more accessible space and the multi
use of the space for more events and uses. The
recent planning application for the former Tower
Cinemas has also retained a hint to the area’s past
in the form of the ‘Tower’ signage which was
retained following suggestions by officers.
A list of some events is as follows:
Sports events - Tour de France, Wimbledon,
Rugby World Cup, Tour De Yorkshire.
Child Friendly events
On street poetry
Light Night - annual event
Temporary ‘pop up parklet’ by DLA Architecture.
German Christmas Markets
IceCube ice rink
Live Music

Bond
6.
Temporary
Court
Events
Bond and
Court

Current & Ongoing

Before

Bond Court before and sketch
schemes showing opportunities
and the importance of the space
as a connector to the wider city.
The intimacy of the space is also
important and contributes to the
potential for greater ‘dwell time’ in
the city centre.

Bond Court

Date: 2014/15
Main funder: Leeds City Council & Private
Sector - Wilton Developments, Evans of Leeds
Design and Concepts: LCC
Cost: tbc
Bond Court has been a joint refurbishment,
project managed by the City Council but
involving private investors and nearby
landowners in its investment and ultimate
success. Previously Bond Court was a forgotten
space within the city centre. It was often wind
blown and acted as bin storage for nearby
businesses and other uses. The boules court to
the centre of the square was sometimes used and
the surrounding trees gave some quality to this
space but the lack of active frontages and activity
created a neglected space in need of renewal.
With a collection of interested landowners a
partnership was established to reinvigorate the
space. Trees were replaced with new specimen
trees with appropriate root technology installed
to allow them longevity and new entrances,
re cladding and even a new development is
underway. The appearance of new cafes and
a new entrance to one of the major employers
facing the square has already has a great impact
and the space is now used more, feels more
welcoming and even has its own place in the
emerging events calendar of the region such as
the Tour de Yorkshire recently where a big screen
was installed.
The use of granite in dark and lighter tones has
given the space a distinctive pressence, both in
keeping with the architecture but improving the
overall quality and sense of place.

7. Bond Court
Bond Court

Current & Ongoing

Phase 1 Sovereign Square

Phase 3 City Park

Phase 2 Bridge Connections

Image by Re-form
Image by Re-form

The City Park/Sovereign Street
The city centre park has been a priority within
the wider South Bank Planning Framework
and is to be focussed around the former Tetley’s
brewery along Hunslet Road. Parts of the park
have already been implemented as temporary uses
to the front of the Tetley’s arts venue. However
development nearing completion on Sovereign
Square will see the first completed phase of the city
park.
The aspiration is for a space that achieves all the
aspirations for green space within the city centre
and will include child friendly spaces and enough
greenery to enable city dwellers, workers and
visitors a much needed psychological break.
Re-form Landscape Architects followed concepts
initially drawn up by Leeds City Council and have
produced a convincing, high quality scheme that
will be open for the public in 2016.

1

2

3

8. City Park & Sovereign Street
Image by Re-Form

Proposed

Existing

Le Cafe La Nuit - Vincent Van
Gogh 1888
Right: Sketch of how Greek
Street could ‘spill out’ onto the
street. LCC Urban design.

Potential

Greek Street
Greek Street has over recent years been known as
a destination in its own right and has resulted in
a large selection of bars and restaurants creating a
vibrant attraction within the city. The poor public
realm within Greek Street has resulted in the area
being dominated by cars and the street is failing in
its potential to become a great outdoor place for
visitors and residents.
Over recent years however, there has been significant interest in investing within the public realm,
largely as a result of the successes seen further into
the city centre retail core. Visuals presented here
illustrate that a shared/simplified space could be
provided that allows people to spill onto the street
with the potential to exemplify the European ‘cafe
culture’ that has been a long held ambition.
The painting Le Cafe La Nuit painted by Vincent
Van Gogh in 1888 was used to illustrate this
potential after a negative filter was placed upon a
preparatory sketch of the space. The similarities
can be seen opposite and it is not difficult to see
the dramatic change that could occur in this street
through selective public realm investment.

9. Greek Street

Proposed

Lower Basinghall Street creates an important connector between Trinity and City Square.
Improvement of this space with a direct crossing to the entrance of Trinity would maximise active
use and desirability of this intimate space within the city centre with the church as a focal point.
The church itself feels lost in its space and although it still performs an important social function
the approach and spatial surroundings are poor. Sketch by LCC Urban Design.

Mill Hill Place (Lower Basinghall Street)
Lower Basinghall Street is a key connector to City
Square and Trinity where there is a desire for
improved public realm that is recognised and is
jointly being explored by Leeds City Council and
local landowners and interested parties.
Lower Basinghall Street runs in front of Mill
Hill Chapel and leads to the rear of the Trinity
Leeds centre. Lower Basinghall Street was once
a prestigious address with such residents as
Joseph Priestly (member of the Royal Society,
Founder of The Leeds Library and discoverer
of oxygen) living here. In recent times however
the Georgian city has given way to the street
being a service street for the many shopping
centres and hotels in the area. Through analysis
of the area a short stretch of the street was
identified as providing an opportunity for a much
improved link from City Square and the Trinity
Leeds centre. It is hoped that such a link could
reactivate the space and allow pedestrians a more
comfortable entrance to the nearby shopping,
hotel and cultural uses. In light of this a name of
Mill Hill Place has been suggested to reflect the
stature and sense of place associated with this
important connector in the city centre.

10. Mill Hill Place (Lower
Basinghall Street)

Proposed

Analysis and sketch ideas for the changes to Headrow
and concepts for a Town Hall Square to create a nicer
environment for visitors. LCC Urban Design,

Leeds Town Hall and Headrow
As part of the Breakthrough Project initiative an
exercise was undertaken to examine the setting
of the Town Hall and the Headrow with the
intention of illustrating potential opportunities
and solutions to enable the Town Hall to feel
‘part’ of the city core once again. After analysis
it became clear that the highway infrastrucutre
hinders people from visiting the Town Hall as
a destination. There is little to encourae visitors
to linger around Leeds’ most impressive and
favourite building.

Straight Crossings
at Nodal points

Town Hall

Initial ideas focussed on three areas: the reduction
in width of the Headrow, creation of quality public
realm around the Town Hall Square, and the
opportunities around Park Cross Street.
The exercise concluded that there may be a way,
through combined highway and design work, to
reduce Headrow to enable more space to the front
Important Trees
of the Town Hall. With associated green space
or
Potential Development
cafe uses within the Town Hall
(such as the recent
site created by reduction
‘pop up bars’) the space couldin Headrow
be reclaimed and
people would once again have a reason to visit
the Town Hall even when there was no special
event ongoing. Changes in surface material to the
highway would tame traffic and also give people
the confidence to cross what are at present very
busy roads as part of the Inner City Loop.

Create Greenspace as
destination for Town Hall

Reduce Headrow
by moving central
reservation to N side

Queen Victoria

Potential water
features

Maintain Processional
route to main entrance

Downgrade of Headrows
creates opportunity
for wider grassed
areas

Activate Courtyards
for new Mix of Uses

11. Town Hall and Headrow
Park Cross ‘Laneways’
with mix of uses and
vibrant community

Proposed

Indicative sketch for Park Cross Street
showing minimal intervention needed
to create a truly active street that could
benefit the Town Hall. LCC Urban
Design.

Park Cross Street
Park Cross Street has a direct alignment to the
Town Hall tower and there is a major opportunity
here to create a diversity of uses.
A similar initiative was undertaken in Melbourne
and Copenhagen, where the intimate spaces
between buildings were reconfigured from untidy
and dirty bin stores to some of the most vibrant
and creative places in the city.
Park Cross Street already has some quality and
only needs the uses to change, it contains active
frontage, quality surface treatment and some
quality architecture at strategic points. The only
element missing are the uses. When seen from
the Town Hall steps after a performance the street
should be an inviting place before leaving the city.
Perhaps a temporary use associated with the many
festivals and events at the Town Hall could help in
the short term.

View from the Town Hall steps after a
performance. Park Cross Street becomes a logical
destination. At present however the street is
uninviting with no use or attractions.

12. Park Cross Street

Proposed

Existing

Right and Far Right:
Indicative sketches
showing placemaking opportunities for
City Square. LCC
Urban Design.
Photos: Existing
situation and event
special during Tour
de France, 2014.

City Square
City Square is perhaps the most impressive
arrival point within the city centre. It is a space of
true civic proportions and with the improvement
in the seating in the early 2000’s the space has
obtained a greater amount of ‘cafe culture’ activity
with uses now occupying the former post office
building and spilling onto the square.
The space is primarily accessed from the City
Station Northern Concourse entrance and forms
a strong sense of arrival for visitors arriving by
train.
The concept of removing large amounts of traffic
that are using the inner city loop will significantly
improve the space and pedestrian permeability.
The sketch right show the concept of City Square
hosting a major event.
The dominance of transport could be calmed
through the use of calmed surface or simplified
street scene although much is reliant upon the
detailed design and delivery of the potential NGT
scheme that intends to create bespoke stops and
its own dedicated lane within this space.

13. City Square

Proposed

Lower Left: Long term, high
spec view along Merrion Way.
Top Right: Sketch showing
reconfigured Clay Pit Lane
Junction.
Lower Right: Analysis and
concepts sketch exploring connections, links and positive
aspects.
Opposite: Sketch showing
reconfigured Clay Pit Lane
junction.
All images LCC Urban Design.

Merrion Way and Clay Pit Lane
Merrion Way is a core element to the emerging
Arena Quarter around the completion of the
major Arena venue that opened in 2014. Merrion
Way is currently a quietly trafficked street that
provides a strong point of arrival to the Arena.
However traffic on event days is heavy and
creates large amounts of congestion. Due to
the increase in new uses within the Merrion
Centre however visions have been prepared by
Leeds City Council and Farrells in conjunction
with Town Centre Securities that illustrate how
Merrion Way could change in the future. A series
of visions were prepared that show medium
and long term solutions. Shown here are long
term, shared space/simplified streetscene, type
solutions that would enhance the sense of place
and improve connectivity.
Clay Pit Lane is a major connector to the Arena
Quarter. At present it is a large traffic junction
with staggered crossings and little attraction to
encourage ‘dwell time’. However the junction
does provide the direct link between Millennium
Square, Park Row and the City Station to the
Arena and therefore there is a need to improve
pedestrian facilities. Ideas have been drawn up
illustrating how the traffic infrastructure can be
reduced and how better straight across crossings
could be installed to enable pedestrians to regain
ownership of the space. New developments
such as the Hilton hotel, Merrion House
refurbishment and the closure of the subways
should enable this place to change significantly in
the coming years to be more people friendly.

14. Merrion Way/Arena Quarter

Proposed

Central Image: Vision for outside the Grand
Theatre with wide crossing and minimised
traffic. LCC Urban Design.
Lower Left: Indicative sketch for ‘super crossing’ at the junction of Headrow and Briggate.
LCC Urban Design.

New Briggate and The Grand Theatre
The Grand Quarter represents a unique
opportunity to invest significantly into the cultural
side of the city centre. The Grand Theatre is one
of the gems of the ‘Great Victorian City’ and
epitomises the Victorian grandeur of the city in its
Industrial heyday.

There are several issues to overcome, not least the
dominance of traffic, poor pedestrian crossing
facilities, negative shop fronts and the feeling
amongst theatre goers in particularly that the area
around the Grand is not a place to linger longer
than is absolutely necessary.
The investment within the Grand Arcade and
opposite near to the Belgrave Music Hall has
begun to re establish this area as an alternative
attraction built around the independent sector
with a quality and vibrancy hard to find in many
other cities outside of London.
The visions therefore continue this success
and of the success of the closure of Merrion
Street and introduce visions for quality street
surface, reduction of traffic, improved pedestrian
permeability and with a proposed THI
(Townscape Heritage Initiative), the reinvigoration
of some unique and quality architecture.

Potential
new access
to St Johns &
Merrion Gdns

Sto
ne
Pav
ing

To Merrion Gdns

Yor
k

Following an initial analysis several options
have been examined that encourage linkage,
placemaking and re-establishing this important
area of the city as a true destination.

Shared surface
junction

Improve primary
frontage to The Grand

To Eastgate
Phase 2

Improve access
into St Johns

Shared surface
junction

Harrison Street opportunities

To Eastgate
Phase 2

Town
Hall and
15. New
Briggate
& Headrow
Grand Theatre
Shared surface
junction

Proposed

Left top: Sketch showing
connections between
Eastgate and WY
Playhouse.
Left Bottom: Sketch
towards John Lewis from
WY Playhouse.
Lower Right: Sketch along
St Peters St showing
indicative crossing and
new WY Playhouse
extension.
Right: Samples for
Eastgate.

Eastgate
With the flagship John Lewis development due
for completion in 2016 the orientation of the
city centre has once again been re-focussed.
This time we have an opportunity to improve
connections to the West Yorkshire Playhouse as
well as encouraging greater movement to Quarry
Hill and even Richmond Hill and creating a true
civic space to this important area of the city.
The grand civic approach that is Headrow has
the potential to reinvent itself as a grand street
linking east and west of the city. To do this the
eastern end of Headrow requires improvement in
terms of its sense of arrival and the existing assets
that currently exist. Whether this is the BBC,
Yorkshire Dance or the Duke Street Studios and
other Leeds Independents, there are substantial
benefits of overcoming the barrier of St Peter’s
Street and reconnect the city centre.
The West Yorkshire Playhouse has the greatest
opportunity here. Currently its main entrance is
to the north and disjointed from St Peter’s Street.
There is a great opportunity here to reorder the
entrance to present a more positive lower level
towards Eastgate and John Lewis. With ‘super
wide’ pedestrian crossings, changes in surface
material and active frontages, along with the
potential for lowering traffic speeds or resigning
traffic onto the city loop, the potential here is
real and creates a new ‘bookend’ to this principal
street.

16. Eastgate/Playhouse

Proposed

Top: Kirkgate Street
elevation that has
identified and led to
strategy for frontage
improvements.
Left: Precedents for
historic schems elsewhere.
Right: Buildings
prior to THI bid.
Opposite: Public
Realm plan for
Kirkgate by LCC
Urban Design.

Lower Kirkgate THI
Kirkgate is recognised as the oldest street in
Leeds and likely provided the focus around the
early Medieval and Anglo Saxon settlement
around the site of the Leeds Minster. Kirkgate
therefore predates the laying out of Briggate in
1207 which largely refocused the commercial
centre of the town. The THI builds upon the
Making Spaces project earlier in this document.
As a result of past clearances in the Quarry Hill
area in the 1930’s Kirkgate has felt isolated and
on an outer spur of the city centre. However
recent new developments to the east and south
of the River Aire has created more activity and
improved the potential of Kirkgate to once
again become a prime street and connector.
This together with the historic importance that
is focussed around the First White Cloth Hall
and the importance of this building and what it
represents is a key catalyst for future heritage led
regeneration.
The Townscape Heritage Initiative has been
focussed around the First White Cloth Hall that
enabled Leeds to achieve economic dominance
over its neighbours in the 18th century. Without
this building Leeds would not be the place
we know today. The THI is concerned with
restoration and heritage led regeneration of
shops, shop fronts and public realm. The visions
for Kirkgate reflect these aspirations in terms
of detailed design guidance for shop fronts and
properties as well as looking at connections and
potential public realm improvements, including
pavement widening and traffic calming, to
Kirkgate itself.

17. Lower Kirkgate THI

Proposed

Concept plans and
images from urban
design analysis and
concepts undertaken
by Leeds City
Council. Plans show
the connectivity,
opportunities
and potential
for regenerative
development around
the Grade I Listed
Temple Works.

Holbeck and Temple Works
Temple Works is a Grade 1 Listed Building within
the Holbeck Urban Village. Improvements
around this nationally significant building have
the opportunity to maximise the impressive
architecture and create some quality civic spaces.
In a recent exercise to analyse and reassess the
linkages, spaces and opportunities around this
area work was undertaken that ilustrated the
catalytic effect that Temple Works could have
upon future spatial strategies here.
Firslty Temple Works itself is able to provide a
focal point to a new space on development sites
adjacent to it. Such spaces would also enable
new development to respond to the important
setting of Temple Works and enable height whilst
at the same time respecting the dominance of the
conservation area.
Other endeavours that identify linkages and
developing patterns of materials have been
undertaken and will contribute to relinking
Holbeck to the wider area, especially to Holbeck
itself which lies a short distance away. Public art
initiatives and community involvement will also
direct future spatial improvements. Together
with the Holbeck Urban Village Framework the
potential for this area of the South Bank of Leeds
is real and should result in quality spaces for all.

18. Holbeck & Temple Works

Principles

LCC Highway’s Principles

QPS Quality Places and Spaces
(subgroup of Leeds Property Forum)
Principles

Leeds City Council Making Spaces
Principles

The public realm examples given in this booklet have evolved through careful consideration over the last decade. The
principles related here illustrate the attention that has been observed in order to enable the public realm to be robust and
sustainable. Building from the initial concept of a ‘blank canvas’ approach and simple, minimal background for the city
spaces there are now three layers of principles that assist us in creating quality public spaces for the future. These include
the Leeds City Council Urban Design principles for public realm and the QPS (Quality Places and Spaces) principles that
have been instrumental in informing our work over recent years. Recently also Leeds City Council Highways have been
examining highway principles that will see us in the future enjoy a safer environment with less signage and less barriers.
The result will be a built environment where all road users feel equal, speeds are low and pedestrians have a higher quality
of life. 										
										Image Right: Growing a Compact City 2014
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